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- For children to love books
and reading.

- To celebrate the diversity of
genres and provide
opportunities for children to
read for pleasure

- To meet inspiring authors
and be enthused by events

- To have access to a
variety of texts including:
books, magazines and
comics that reflect their
interests and themselves.

Intent
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To provide outstanding phonics
lesson for young learners

Teachers to provide systematic and
consistent phonics lesson based on
the Government endorsed ELS phonics
programme .

ELS is delivered to the whole class 
and combines continuous and 
reactive assessment. It provides 
intervention for those falling behind 
and supports teachers to ensure the 
lowest attaining children keep up 
rather than catch up

Intent
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ELS aligns with books from Oxford 
University Press of which have a 
number books already. We have added 
to this by investing heavily in books 
for Reception and Years 1, with access 
for year 2 also.

We now provide children with termly 
work books specified to the particular 
phonics lesson. So that every child can 
follow easily and catch up on any 
lessons that they’ve missed.

The online interactive resources mean 
that lessons are interactive, progressive 
and consistent. 

Intent
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By fostering an enjoyment of books, 
we aim to build confidence in 
children’s ability to read. Reading is 
promoted in all elements of the school 
day from English and Topic to Maths 
and Science. In daily Guided Reading 
lessons children are taught reading 
skills to help develop their 
comprehension. 

In addition, they have the opportunity 
to quiz on books they have read by 
quizzing on Accelerated Reader. All 
children have regular access to our 
fantastic library, which is stocked 
with an amazing range of books from 
modern diverse authors, as well as 
all the classics.

Intent
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We wanted to ensure
that children had
access to books during
lockdown. We wanted
to provide as many
opportunities to learn
through reading and
maintain a love of
reading. Finally we
wanted to keep parents
informed about all the
resources they could
use to help their
children.

Intent
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We aim to give children 
a large variation of 
reading materials that 
reflect our diverse 
community and culture. 
We want to provide 
quality and inspiring 
texts for reading and 
teaching. 

We aim for children to 
learn to look after their 
books and school 
library.

Intent
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At Holy Trinity we
believe that we must
nurture, encourage and
celebrate achievements.
We have therefore made
the Millionaire Reader
Hall of Fame. Each of
these pupils has read
over one million words.
Our hall of fame grows
each year!

Intent
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- WBD “We Are Illustrators”
- Illustrator / Author visits
- Illustrator Focus for each
year group

- Teacher swap / Buddy 
Reading

- Reading Race Challenge
- Sponsored Read Usbourne
- Millionaire Readers
- New library books
- Comic Stand
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- Introduction of ELS

- Training for staff

- Differentiated Phonics
lesson in Year 1 and
EYFS

- Oxford book order

- Catch up interventions
for phonics KS1 & KS2

- EYFS / KS1 Drop-ins

IntentImplementation
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- Whole school guided
reading

- Teaching reading skills
related to SATS

- Higher consistency of
focus

- PDMs on ELS for whole
school and guide for
STAR Reader

IntentImplementation
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- myON
- Accelerated Reader
- Information and videos
about the online reading
resources available to
parents and children

- A number of video
tutorials

IntentImplementation
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- Various orders of books 
from diverse backgrounds 
have been ordered

- Librarians have been 
trained on Junior 
Librarian and understand 
how the library system 

- A comic book stand has 
been introduced into the 
library

- Displays have been 
updated

IntentImplementation
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- Word challenge

- Book Challenge

- Book tokens and
prizes

- Reading dojos and
reading monsters

- Hall of fame

- Taking photos of
children reading
around the school

IntentImplementation
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- Children enjoying WBD

- Children’s illustrations
and work on illustrators

- New Millionaire readers

- Words Read AR and
myON

Impact

https://www.holytrinityceprimary.org.uk/the-holy-trinicast/
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- 56% in Year 1 phonics
screening tests

- 2 children in Year 2
who didn’t pass retake

- We are now able to
record progress in
Reception

- Teachers have seen
good progress using ELS

- Consistent teaching from
EYFS – Year 2

IntentImpact
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- Progress in reading is 
on track (around 80%) 

- Consistency of teaching: 

- though skills
- whole class

- Neat well presented work 
in Guided Reading books

- evidence of cross 
curricular themes in 
guided reading books.

- Guided Reading is 
taught well consistently 
from Year 2 to Year 6

IntentImpact
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- Share a Story library

- Live online teacher
session

- WBD activities

- myON - 2630 books
read

- Reading podcast

- Accelerated
Reader

IntentImpact

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11vvP1M3CC0QaPFknzX6dtyQPoL_mCOFU
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11vvP1M3CC0QaPFknzX6dtyQPoL_mCOFU
https://www.holytrinityceprimary.org.uk/the-holy-trinicast/
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- Librarians taking 
ownership of library 
time

- Bigger choice of books 
and now comics and 
more representative 
(Miles and Peter)

- This has made reading 
more appealing

- Usborne book order 
pending

IntentImpact
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- Reading competition meant
more books and words
read

- myON and AR provide
platform for competition

- Children are able to talk
more enthusiastically
about authors they’ve met

- New Millionaire Readers

Impact
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A New Approach to Writing
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• A new writing strategy is being introduced in 2022-23, based on the National 
Literacy Trust and IPEELL structure

• A positive attitude towards writing  and self-regulation is the first step towards 
becoming a fluent independent writer

• IPEELL provides a method and structure to help the child to organise their writing 
(introduction, point, elaborate, ending, links, language)

• Children develop a deeper understanding of the text type and genre by using PAT 
(purpose, audience and type) which is applied when starting a new unit of writing

• IPEEL  is used to deconstruct a model and text, and then used as template from 
which to plan their work

• The writing process is modelled using positive self-talk and referring regularly to 
the IPEELL components.

• Unaided independent writing then takes place using the plans and positive self-talk 
reminders

• The IPEELL structure is used to evaluate and score their writing, enabling them to 
edit their work and set goals
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- Children to write through relevant 
stimulating texts 

- Writing to be linked to the topics 
of our new curriculum, based on 
local topics or meaningful real life 
issues. 

- Teachers to utilise drama and art 
to ensure that keep children are 
stimulated and immersed when 
completing writing tasks. 

- Children to be given opportunities 
to share and perform

Intent
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Intent

- To ensure that children
had opportunities to
practise writing during
lockdown

- Provide them with
stimulus which was
fun and interesting

- Attempt to keep links
with the curriculum
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- To keep the learning
experience consistent
throughout the school

- To ensure that children
practise key skills

- To ensure consistency
in genres

- To have uniformity of
handwriting

Intent
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- To improve grammar and
technical aspects of
writing

- To teach grammar relevant
to literacy unit and genre

- To use tier 3 vocabulary
in all settings and
subjects

- To use cross-curricular
links through all learning
e.g. Literacy, Topic and
Science

Intent
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- Carefully chosen texts and cross-
curricular planning 

- Writing about black history 
month based on local heroes

- Teachers to utilise drama and art 
to ensure that keep children are 
stimulated and immersed when 
completing writing tasks. 

- Children to be given opportunities 
to share and perform

IntentImplementation
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- Fantastic online lessons
from teachers with
cross-curricular writing

- Visual Literacy - The
Yellow Balloon.

- Cluster Writing project
with Story Makers -
Leeds University

IntentImplementation
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- LIs and SC

- Marking policy

- Marking Ladders

- Curriculum Maps

- Tool Kits

- Book look

IntentImplementation
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- Whole School Meeting

- Teaching grammar starters

- Vocabulary tiers 2 and 3
linked to topics and
spellings

- Book look - June 21

IntentImplementation
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- Children getting into their 
books and pathways through 
enjoying drama

- Art work and deep exploration 
of topic to produce fantastic 
Year 6 Newspaper Reports

- Writing about relevant local 
heroes in black history month

- Poetry slam had entries 
across KS2 and fantastic 
performance shared online.

Impact
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- Great feedback from
parents and children

- Good engagement in
work from most pupils

- Consistency in following
the curriculum

IntentImpact
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- Improvement in
handwriting and
presentation
(particularly KS1)

- LIs and success
criteria consistent in
format and handwriting

- Evidence of Cross-
curricular work in all
key stages

- Good progress despite
lockdown

IntentImpact

- Higher awareness of
punctuation though
Kung-fu punctuation in
KS1

- Improved use of
grammar in cross-
curricular work
including maths, topic
science etc.




